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Posted on September 29, by Brandon Morgan Casinos are great places of entertainment. They have many
sights and sounds everywhere. You have a room full of slots, an area for table games, restaurants, bars, decor,
and much much more. I am here to focus on one of the most popular table games in the casino: Before I delve
into the world of card counting, you have to know how to play first. All of the players are against the dealer
and no player is against each other. If one of you goes over 21, it is called a bust. If the dealer busts, everyone
who is still in the game wins automatically. Here are the card values: Numbered cards 2 through 10 are worth
their respective value. Face cards Jack, Queen, King are worth 10 Aces are worth either 1 or You count aces
as 11 when your total is under 21 while counting it as If your total exceeds 21 with the 11, the ace is counted
as a 1 instead. So if you have an ace and a 7, this would be 18 which would be called a SOFT 18 because the
ace is being used as an If you have an ace, 7, and 6, you now exceed 21 and the ace is treated as a 1 so you
now have a total of a HARD 14 because the ace is now used as a 1 instead of an Every game begins with the
players and the dealer being dealt 2 cards. Player cards are dealt facing either up or down depending on how
many deck of cards are being used in the game. The dealer will always have one card down called the hole
card and one card face up. The only way to do this is to have any face card and an ace dealt out. Before going
into more rules, you will need to know the layout of the table as illustrated below: Where the dealer deals first.
First base makes decisions first before any other player. The last player to act. The table will always mark the
minimum bet required for each round along with the max you can bet in a round. Where the decks of cards are
held. A shoe will be used for 4, 6, and 8 deck games. Where the dealer keeps all of the casino chips. Where all
discarded cards go. Blackjack pays 3 to 2: When you obtain a blackjack, this table will payout a 3 to 2 ratio for
your win. Be wary as not all casinos pay 3 to 2 for a Blackjack. Some pay 6 to 5. If the dealer has a total of 16,
he must draw until he has 17 or above. Not all tables have draw on ANY Insurance pays 2 to 1: Even card
counters never use it but only in dire situations. I will explain this later. The dealer starts this process with
whoever is closest to First Base. This process is done once per round. I want to HIT for another card. I receive
another 3. Now I have a total of I probably want to HIT again. I receive a 6. I now have a total of After all
players have completed their decisions, the dealer then flips over the hole card remember the one facing down
and takes that total. If the dealer does not bust and meets one of the above requirements, the totals are then
compared. Anyone the dealer beats loses their money. Anyone the dealer ties, a push happens. Anyone who
beats the dealer, the dealer pays out even money. The players have some other options that work in their favor:
So if I am dealt a 5 and a 6, I want to double down. Doubling down allows me to place an extra bet equal to
my original bet while receiving only 1 card for my turn from the dealer. Some casinos may only allow you to
double down on a total of 9, 10, or 11 while others let you double down on whatever you want. Now I have
two separate hands treated independently of one another. The dealer will immediately deal one extra card to
each 8. So if on my first 8 I receive a 9, my total is If on my next 8 I receive a 3, I have a total of Now there
are two distinct scenarios that may come up. I had two splits which resulted in 3 hands on the table for me.
One of them I double downed on. I lost it all even when following card counting strategies. Not many casinos
offer this option but there are some out there. If the casino has the surrender option, I can choose to surrender
which results in the dealer keeping half of my original bet and I get to keep the other half. If the dealer has a
blackjack, all players who have under 21 as their total automatically lose. If you tie meaning you have a
blackjack too , this results in a push. The insurance option is a side bet meaning you would make an extra bet
to bet that the dealer has a blackjack. You would do this because you may lose all of your original bet if the
dealer beats you so this side bet may make up for your loss. The players then decide if they wish to execute the
insurance option. If it is a card with a value of 10, every player sighs and loses their money or pushes. If the
dealer does not have a 10, then normal play goes about. If you took the insurance option, you are paid 2 to 1
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on that side bet if the dealer did have a blackjack but you still lose your original bet. If the dealer did not have
a blackjack and you made the insurance bet, you lose the insurance bet but keep your main bet. There are a ton
of side bets out there. A side bet is made before the cards are dealt. Here is an example of one of the Lucky
Ladies variant. For this side bet, if my first two cards result in one of the above examples, I win that much on
my original bet. The probability on winning a side bet is low and most people consider them sucker bets. The
odds are generally terrible. There is one side bet that I found at the Tropicana in Las Vegas that bets if the
dealer will bust. If you are card counting and the count is low described later , there is a better chance of the
dealer and me , busting. All casino games have probabilities and odds. Craps, Roulette, Blackjack, etc. Craps
and Roulette are examples of where the events that happen in the game are independent of the past. For
example, in roulette you choose a number or set of numbers that the ball will land on. You either win or you
lose. Then you repeat the process. So if the ball lands on the number 6, the game starts again and it could land
on the 6 again or something else. The last round does not affect the current round in any way, shape, or form.
So there is a 2. The past does not affect the future. It could, in fact, land on the 6 ten times in a row and it
would still be a 2. So the game really is a stroke of luck. Casinos will often put a big screen next to a roulette
wheel to show what numbers have already landed to trick players into betting on other numbers. Now
Blackjack is different. So if the deck has a lot of high cards remaining, your chances of winning increase. If
the deck has a lot of low cards remaining, your chances of winning decrease. Without digging into the math,
he found his hypothesis to be true. The past does affect the future and that is why Blackjack is unique.
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The 29 Minute Card Counting Book by Colin Jones, Ben Crawford Blackjack Apprenticeship has been committed to
training up the next generation of card counters! Learn how to count cards from the professionals at Blackjack
Apprenticeship.

A -1 Step 2: As cards are revealed, keep adding or subtracting from the Running Count, according to the point
system in step 1. Divide the running count by the number of decks remaining, to get what is known as the
"True Count. A rough estimate will do, in my opinion. Round that up to 2, to keep it simple. The more you
play the more you will be comfortable eyeballing this adjustment, without doing any real division in your
head. Usually the right play is obvious. In borderline cases only will you need to do this True Count
conversion. The greater the true count, the more you should bet. This is where card counting becomes more art
than science. Some blackjack books give rigid rules on how this should be done. However, the casino
managers have read these books too, and the patterns recommended in earlier books now set off red flags.
How you do this should depend on your own style, and how much heat you are getting. It helps avoid heat to
keep the ratio of maximum bet to minimum bet to a limit, known as the? Only increasing bets after a win, only
decreasing after a loss, and staying the same after a push, makes play look more natural, but at a cost to
profitability. For some hands, you will play according to the True Count and a table of "Index Numbers,"
rather than basic strategy. The greater the count, the more inclined you will be to stand, double, split, take
insurance, and surrender. The following tables are known as the "Illustrious 18" and "Fab 4" respectively.
These are the most important index numbers to remember. The difference is more in single and double-deck
games. The lists are given in order of value.
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3: 4 Best Blackjack Strategy Books Certain to Improve Your Skills - Blackjack ChampBlackjack Champ
We've put together this informative, entertaining, and concise book to teach you the who, what, how, and Learn how to
count cards from the professionals at Blackjack Apprenticeship. Many people spend hours reading books filled with
unnecessary and confusing data.

Guarantee the odds are stacked in your favour? Then you need to learn how to count cards in blackjack like a
professional gambler. Casinos have been known to come down heavy on those they suspect of counting cards
at their tables, so be aware that your behavior will be closely monitored at all times and even the best card
counters occasionally get rumbled. So Why Do It? Do it right and you can strike gold just with one simple and
strategic game. You read that right. Playing Blackjack can help you win big. Blackjack has become a casino
game phenomenon worldwide because, apart from being fun to play, you also get a great chance at pocketing
whatever you win. So How Does It Work? What this does, providing you keep an accurate count as the cards
are dealt, is allow you to monitor the running value of the cards left remaining in the deck. Which in turn
dictates when you should bet high when the value of the cards remaining in the deck is low and when you
should bet low or not at all when the value of the cards remaining in the deck is high. So how does this add up
to an advantage over the casino? So it literally pays to get learning! In this strategy, high cards Ace including
face cards are assigned a specific value of The remaining cards count as 0. As the dealer deals a card you
make a note of its assigned value. If the card is a 10 for example its assigned value is The idea is that you do
this continuously for every new card dealt. Remember the mantra, "keep it simple, silly"? Well, it applies here
best. When you keep it simple, your brain does not go into over drive. The Omega II technique is a "balanced"
system, where we have 0 as base. A positive count reflects that more low cards are present in the deck being
dealt while a negative count means a large number of high cards. If you have a card numbering 2, 3 or 7 you
will assign it 1. For 4, 5 and 6 the value is 2. The card 9 is considered Face cards and 10s are -2, while 8 and
Ace cards become 0 in value. You might find the counting slightly difficult in Omega II, however, it will
definitely be worth your while once you get a hold of it. Wong Halves The name for this strategy comes from
its wonderfully skilled creator Stanford Wong. In Wong Halves, cards 3, 4 and 6 are valued as 1. Cards 2 and
7 are valued at 0. The card 5 is worth 1. Card 8 is 0 while 9 is The Wong Halves techn que is also a
"balanced" system, which means that when a deck is dealt completely, your count should be 0. Some players,
choose to simplify the strategy by doubling up all the values to avoid using fractions altogether. Group Play 21
Movie Poster Some card counters have found it an advantage to approach counting as a team effort. The
advantage of doing this is that multiple decks, on multiple tables, can be counted simultaneously. Signals are
usually devised so as the members of the team can secretly communicate with one another while avoiding
detection. Thus signaling to the hovering players when to join in a hand, and whether or not to bet big. This
strategy was famously employed by a team of students and alumni at MIT who used it to win millions of
dollars from multiple casinos for almost a decade. Once uncovered, their escapades later became the subject of
a best selling book and eventually a high grossing Hollywood movie. Multiple Decks One of the ways casinos
try to counteract card counting is by using multiple decks, in theory making it harder for anyone counting
cards to keep track of the running total. However, this is easily thwarted. For example, if your running total is
5 and there are 2 decks remaining, your true count will be 2. The Count Far and away the easiest strategy to
master is the Hi-Lo approach. As your ability increases you can choose to advance to an alternative strategy
should you feel it necessary. No one strategy is superior over another and each one gives you the same
advantage over the house, so it really is a case of weighing up the different systems and adopting the approach
you feel most comfortable with. A great way to practice is by using one of our free games here at Casino. An
advantage of practicing card counting for blackjack online is that you are in the safety and comfort of your
own home, although be aware that if you do decide to bet for real money some online casino sites do employ
software that shuffles cards almost every time a new hand is dealt, making it increasingly difficult to count
cards effectively. Members ranged from college students to Alumni Biggest win: Several members of the MIT
card counting team, including Bill Kaplan photo all make cameo appearances in the film 21 starring Kevin
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Spacy, which is loosely based on the teams story. As part of the MIT team Jeff helped to cheat casinos out of
millions. Jeff was one of the most notorious members of the MIT Blackjack team, and is played by Jim
Sturgess in the film Peter was a mathematician and one of the original seven members inducted into the
blackjack hall of fame. He authored the book The Theory of Blackjack: The Complete Card Counters Guide to
the Casino Game of 21, and was one of the first people to calculate the percentage disadvantage of a blackjack
player, which is what earns him a place in our top 5. Ken became famous for being banned from multiple
casinos around the world. She learned to count cards from a member of the infamous MIT team. Although the
legal situation for card counting is still undetermined, it is definitely not a practice welcomed with open arms
when at a physical casino. Although a casino and its operator cannot prosecute a card counting player, they
can definitely make a situation and matters very unpleasant for someone caught counting cards. Since casino
operators are well aware of the practice of cards being counted, they take quite a few measures to keep you
from doing so. You will find cameras for surveillance whenever you look up. Dealers are often switched when
a table is considered "hot" by a pit boss. Sometimes, the pit boss will get the dealer to force a shuffle once the
hand being dealt is over. Remember, counting cards can be and is a lucrative strategy that works in your
favour. But it is important to be responsible and to respect the rules of the house when you decide to walk into
a casino. Want to Play Now?
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Find great deals on The-Minute-Card-Counting-Book-ebook. for great deals with need to buy The 29 Minute Card
Counting Book 02, Ben Crawford, Abe Moreno, Colin Jones -. You can observe more information,compare cost.

Blackjack books They say that practice makes perfect. The truth is, correct practice makes perfect. Studying
these great books can help put you on the proper path to blackjack success. While many of these books are
complete crap written by useless hacks, some of them are expertly written and offer legitimate ways to find
success as a blackjack player. The main problem with blackjack strategy books is that casinos are constantly
working to keep up with new trends like team play, card counting and shuffle tracking. So, many strategies
which worked in are completely useless today. This book will mention a couple strategy books which have
withstood the test of time, and a couple new additions to the blackjack canon which are absolutely worth
reading. Playing Blackjack as a Business by Lawrence Revere This book made an instant splash and remains
relevant to this very day. Players can grow along with the book, as it starts with strategy for beginners before
progressing into advanced topics. One Vegas pit boss gave Revere a rave review: Lawrence Revere was a 21
legend and wrote a book that was simple enough for anyone to understand. I highly recommend it to anyone
who takes the game of blackjack seriously. Just using his basic strategy and money management tips will
improve your game immediately. The Theory of Blackjack by Peter A. Rather than focusing on silly gimmicks
or time-sensitive advantage play strategies like team play and blackjack dealer tells , this book is timeless
because it sticks to the basics of card counting. Griffin focuses on counting, but he assumes that the player
already has a reasonable background in it. It covers the how of card counting, but what makes this book
special is that it dives more deeply into the why. Griffin uses in-depth mathematical analysis to explain and
compare different systems. By the end of this book the reader will be able to calculate the exact probability of
winning with different hands as well as choose the counting system best for them. Rather than devoting its
pages to blackjack theory, the basic strategy book focuses primarily on drills. In fact, of them. While anyone
can follow a strategy card, putting the time in to work through drills helps the player to internalize the
concepts behind sound strategy decisions. By the time you are finished you will be able to analyze every
possible hand and make correct decisions at the snap of a finger. This brilliant book presents problems and
drills visually rather than textually, helping the player to learn as quickly as possible. It is a great read for
beginners and well as seasoned players looking to brush up on their strategy. The Basic Strategy Book is
bound to be one of the hits of Rather than bogging down beginning readers with complex mathematical
formulas, Crawford breaks card counting systems down into a simple to understand form. It focuses on the big
picture rather than minute details understandable only to seasoned players. This book is tailor-made for those
new to counting, giving a broad overview of the theory behind counting and simple exercises for how to get
started. Said one pleased reader:
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5: Card counting drills
Ben Crawford is the author of The 29 Minute Card Counting Book ( avg rating, 7 ratings, 0 reviews, published ) and How
I went from Waiting Tables.

Larger ratios between point values can better correlate to actual EOR, but add complexity to the system.
Counting systems may be referred to as "level 1", "level 2", etc. The ideal system is a system that is usable by
the player and offers the highest average dollar return per period of time when dealt at a fixed rate. With this
in mind, systems aim to achieve a balance of efficiency in three categories: Playing efficiency PE A portion of
the expected profit comes from modifying playing strategy based on the known altered composition of cards.
Insurance correlation IC A portion of expected gain from counting cards comes from taking the insurance bet,
which becomes profitable at high counts. An increase in IC will offer additional value to a card counting
system. Some strategies count the ace ace-reckoned strategies and some do not ace-neutral strategies.
Including aces in the count improves betting correlation since the ace is the most valuable card in the deck for
betting purposes. However, since the ace can either be counted as one or eleven, including an ace in the count
decreases the accuracy of playing efficiency. Since PE is more important in single- and double-deck games,
and BC is more important in shoe games, counting the ace is more important in shoe games. One way to deal
with such tradeoffs is to ignore the ace to yield higher PE while keeping a side count which is used to detect
addition change in EV which the player will use to detect additional betting opportunities which ordinarily
would not be indicated by the primary card counting system. The most commonly side counted card is the ace
since it is the most important card in terms of achieving a balance of BC and PE. Since there is the potential to
create an overtaxing demand on the human mind while using a card counting system another important design
consideration is the ease of use. When using Balanced count such as the Hi-Lo system , the Running count is
converted into a "True count," which takes into consideration the number of decks used. However, many
variations of True count calculation exist. Stanford Wong first proposed the idea of back-counting, and the
term "Wong" comes from his name. Some back-counters prefer to flat-bet, and only bet the same amount once
they have entered the game. Some players will stay at the table until the game is shuffled, or they may "Wong
out" or leave when the count reaches a level at which they no longer have an advantage. Back-counting is
generally done on shoe games, of 4, 6, or 8 decks, although it can be done on pitch games of 1 or 2 decks. The
reason for this is that the count is more stable in a shoe game, so a player will be less likely to sit down for one
or two hands and then have to get up. In addition, many casinos do not allow "mid-shoe entry" in single or
double deck games which makes Wonging impossible. Another reason is that many casinos exhibit more
effort to thwart card counters on their pitch games than on their shoe games, as a counter has a smaller
advantage on an average shoe game than in a pitch game. This offers several advantages. For one, the player
does not play hands at which he does not have a statistical advantage. This increases the total advantage of the
player. Another advantage is that the player does not have to change their bet size as much, or at all if they
choose. Large variations in bet size are one way that casinos detect card counters, and this is eliminated with
back-counting. Disadvantages[ edit ] There are several disadvantages to back-counting. One is that the player
frequently does not stay at the table long enough to earn comps from the casino. Another disadvantage is that
some players may become irritated with players who enter in the middle of a game, and superstitiously believe
that this interrupts the "flow" of the cards. Lastly, a player who hops in and out of games may attract unwanted
attention from casino personnel, and may be detected as a card-counter. Group counting[ edit ] While a single
player can maintain their own advantage with back-counting, card counting is most often used by teams of
players to maximize their advantage. In such a team, some players called "spotters" will sit at a table and play
the game at the table minimum, while keeping a count basically doing the back "counting". When the count is
significantly high, the spotter will discreetly signal another player, known as a "big player," that the count is
high the table is "hot". The big player will then "Wong in" and wager vastly higher sums up to the table
maximum while the count is high. When the count "cools off" or the shoe is shuffled resetting the count , the
big player will "Wong out" and look for other counters who are signaling a high count. This was the system
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used by the MIT Blackjack Team , whose story was in turn the inspiration for the Canadian movie The Last
Casino which was later re-made into the Hollywood version This allows big players to move from table to
table, maintaining the high-count advantage without being out of action very long. The disadvantages include
requiring multiple spotters who can keep an accurate count, splitting the "take" among all members of the
team, requiring spotters to play a table regardless of the count using only basic strategy, these players will lose
money long-term , and requiring signals, which can alert pit bosses. A simple variation removes the loss of
having spotters play; the spotters simply watch the table instead of playing and signal big players to Wong in
and out as normal. Ranging bet sizes and the Kelly criterion[ edit ] A mathematical principle called the Kelly
criterion indicates that bet increases should be proportional to the player advantage. In practice, this means
that the higher the count, the more a player should bet on each hand in order to take advantage of the player
edge. Using this principle, a card counter may elect to vary his bet size in proportion to the advantage dictated
by a count creating what is called a "Bet ramp" according to the principles of the Kelly criterion. A bet ramp is
a betting plan with a specific bet size tied to each true count value in such a way that the player is betting
proportionally to the player advantage with aims to maximize overall bankroll growth. As more casinos have
switched games to dealer hits soft and blackjack pays 6: Advantages of up to 2. The variance in blackjack is
high, so generating a sizable profit can take hundreds of hours of play. Under one set of circumstance, a player
with a unit bet spread with only one-deck cut off of a six-deck game will enjoy an advantage of as much as 1.
Instead it comes from the increased probability of blackjacks, increased gain and benefit from doubling,
splitting and surrender, and the insurance side bet, which becomes profitable at high counts. The overall
efficiency of a card counting system at detecting player advantage, this affects how often the player will
actually play a hand at an advantage per period of time The overall efficiency at creating player advantage as a
whole, a system may indicate a small advantage when in fact the advantage is much larger, this reduces the
overall ROI of the system while in play. The rules of the game. Penetration will almost directly affect the
magnitude of player advantage that is exploitable, and the rate that hands are dealt to a player at an advantage.
The number of players seated at a table will slow game pace, and reduce the number of hands a player will be
able to play in a given time frame. Game speed, table with side bets will be dealt at a slower pace than tables
without them which will reduce the number of hands dealt over time. The use of an automatic shuffle machine
or in rare cases, a dealer dedicated solely to shuffling a new shoe while another is in play, will eliminate the
need for the dealer to shuffle the shoe prior to dealing a new one increasing game speed. Devices[ edit ] A
range of card counting devices are available but are deemed to be illegal in most U. In February , the Nevada
Gaming Control Board issued a warning that an iPhone card counting application was illegal in that state. You
may improve this article , discuss the issue on the talk page , or create a new article , as appropriate. December
Learn how and when to remove this template message Card counting is not illegal under British law, nor is it
under federal, state, or local laws in the United States provided that no external card counting device or person
assists the player in counting cards. Still, casinos object to the practice, and try to prevent it, [23] banning
players believed to be counters. In their pursuit to identify card counters, casinos sometimes misidentify and
ban players suspected of counting cards even if they do not. In Ken Uston , a Blackjack Hall of Fame inductee,
filed a lawsuit against an Atlantic City casino, claiming that casinos did not have the right to ban skilled
players. As they are unable to ban counters even when identified, Atlantic City casinos have increased the use
of countermeasures. Many casino chains keep databases of players that they consider undesirable. For
successful card counters, therefore, skill at "cover" behavior, to hide counting and avoid "drawing heat" and
possibly being barred, may be just as important as playing skill. Detection of card counters will be confirmed
after a player is first suspected of counting cards; when seeking card counters, casino employees, whatever
their position, could be alerted by many things that are most common when related to card counting but not
common for other players.
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6: How to Count Cards in Blackjack - FREE Card Counting Trainer & Game!
This is the promise set by author Ben Crawford on The 29 Minute Card Counting Book. Published by Blackjack
Apprenticeship in , the book is a concise and detailed guide for Blackjack players who are just sinking their feet into the
world of card counting.

Ten Little Rabbits by Virginia Grossman is a really beautiful and cozy counting book. The reader follows
Native American rabbits from one who is traveling on the plain to 10 all asleep in their tee pees. My son loved
the illustrations by Sylvia Long and after reading it wanted to play hide and seek just like the rabbits in the
book. The text is the simple rhyme and the pictures are photos of quilted numbers and buttons. The buttons
correspond to the numbers and are so bright that they practically beg a child to touch and count them. My
daughter who is 14 months loves to push the buttons, trace the numbers and laughs at the hen. Daddy Hugs by
Karen Katz is a cute little counting book for toddlers. My daughter has always loved this book! The book as
you might guess by the title is not about adding the obvious but rather the less obvious numbers in an
illustration. Do not read this book with your child until they understand addition and counting. When they
have those skills down this book is genius! I say that because it forces them to look at all different numbers of
things to figure out what the author is counting. Readers see the equation first and the objects they are
counting are usually hidden so you will have to turn the page to figure it out. Flip the page and you see they
are cut open with many seeds in full view. Counting Wildflowers by Bruce McMillan is a simple book but it
stands out for me because it is interactive with 20 circles to touch on every page that fill up as you count
flowers on each page. The reader can count the blooms, and then count again with the circles , all the way up
to When you are trying to reinforce a skill like counting the use of repetition is really helpful. What I love
about this book is that the number is not shown on the same page as the objects the child is being asked to
count. Instead a simple question of how many is followed by a painting with the objects, and the next page has
a large number. A Violin by Lloyd Moss is a big hit at our house and if you have a child into music or musical
instruments this is a great book. I am biased though my little man is really really into instruments and loves
this book. Ten on the Sled by Kim Norman is a really fun and educational book. What is wonderful from an
educational sense is not just the obvious counting element but as each animal exists the sled the verb used for
how they exit begins with the same letter as the animal does. This was fantastic for my son who wanted to
sound every animal and verb out. Add a fun rhyming sing song text and this is a great read. My son will sit for
the first pages, even though the whole book is too long for him now at two and a half years old. The book is a
counting book and kids who are learning their numbers love these sorts of books, it also has a small lesson
about manners since the monsters have terrible manners. Construction Countdown by K. C Olson is a counting
book that uses backhoes, dump trucks and cement mixers among other things to count. Before I even closed
the book my son was signing for more. I read it 4 times since getting it out of the library today. A huge hit
here! One Duck Stuck by Phyllis Root looks like an everyday book , but inside you will find a brilliantly
repetitive storyline, that promotes teamwork, and mathematical skills! My class was nuts about this book a
few years ago and my son has greatly enjoyed it since infancy. The book is about a little girl named Molly
who is just trying to sleep when her room is flooded with monsters. My favorite part was that the first monster
to arrive and the last to leave , never does leave and instead snuggles into bed with Molly. I also like that to
get these pesky visitors to leave she turns on the light and makes a scary face at them. One, Two, Three by
Tom Slaughter is super simple, bold, bright, and a great counting book! I would happily recommend this book
to families with babies through preschoolers , my 3 year old loved it and partly because he read all the pictures
and numbers himself!
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7: Blackjack Books and Blackjack Book Reviews
We wrote a book specifically for beginners wanting to get into card counting. You can check it out here: 29 Minute Card
counting Book - Blackjack Apprenticeship.

Knock-Out Blackjack Blackjack for Blood: Initially published in and authored by Bryce Carlson, the book
introduces card counters to the Omega II card counting system. Unlike other systems, Omega II is actually
quite easy to pickup yet still powerful enough to guarantee you get the best odds when playing Blackjack.
How to Count Cards: The book has been in publication since and is now on its second edition. By reading it,
aspiring card counters will get more familiar with the K-O Rookie beginner and K-O Preferred advanced
systems. For those still trying to rack their heads on which card counting system to use, Knock-Out Blackjack
just might be what you need. A combination of Zen and Red Seven, this system is aimed at both beginners and
experienced card counters who want to further improve their advantage over the house. First published in ,
Modern Card Counting presents great new ideas for the modern card counter to win at Blackjack. Aspiring
card counters will want to read the book thanks to its thrilling narrative interspersed with detailed information
on what it takes to actually be good at the game. Aspiring card counters who want to learn more about
Blackjack and card counting should definitely give this book a good read. The 29 Minute Card Counting Book
â€” How would you like to learn how to count cards in just 29 minutes? Published by Blackjack
Apprenticeship in , the book is a concise and detailed guide for Blackjack players who are just sinking their
feet into the world of card counting. Blackjack Bluebook II â€” the simplest winning strategies ever published
edition â€” Poring through a book about Blackjack and card counting can sometimes be an exercise in futility.
Published ten years ago in , the book crams decades of information about Blackjack strategies and card
counting into a comprehensive yet detailed guide. Card counters who want to push their advantage would do
well to study this system by reading the Blackjack Bluebook II. More than an autobiography, the book is about
a man who challenges himself to be better as an individual and as a card counter. The book also has sections
with chock-full of information about the game and various card counting systems. Funny and inspiring at the
same time, the book is both available in hardcover and in e-book form. Readers are introduced to the basics of
Blackjack and the Hi-Lo card counting system through what the author calls a progressive learning model.
Elder masterfully broke down the entire Hi-Lo system in a way that makes its fundamental concepts easier for
anyone to digest. Doing away with hypothetical theories, Blackjack Card Counting does a great job of making
card counting more accessible for Blackjack players.
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8: Introduction to the High-Low Card Counting Strategy - Wizard of Odds
The 29 Minute Card Counting Book by Ben Crawford This introduction to counting is written expressly for the new
generation. In fact, it's only available as an e-book!

By John Marchel One of the things a card counting blackjack player needs to be skilled at is keeping up with a
fast dealer. A skilled advantage player should like this type of play. The more hands played per hour, the
higher the advantage player win-rate will be. To accomplish this goal, a player needs to practice some
exercises that will allow routine play no matter how fast a dealer is. Here are some tips to speed up your hand.
This first one will help you to keep up with the count. The next technique should help with any counting
speed. It is easy to count 1, 2, 3, 4, etc. Now count by 2s; 2, 4, 6, 8, etc. Next count by odd numbers; 1, 3, 5, 7.
Try starting at 21, mi, mi, mi, mi, all the way to Z, then 1, 3, 5. They all can be done in your head, without pen
or pencil: Z to 21 with odd numbers and even numbers, then do some drills 21 to Z backwards. You might be
in a long line at the bank or grocery store, do some drills. You are out walking your dog in the morning, do
some drills. All these exercises will aid you when playing against fast dealers. No matter how fast a dealer
might be, you will be able to keep up with very little effort on your part. To do this you need to have
memorized the value of each card so that it becomes second nature. You should therefore practice with
different speeds, since constantly practicing at one speed will make it harder when the speed changes. Here are
some standards to shoot for: Then do 4 decks, then go to 6 then 8 decks. They vary the amount of decks when
practicing. Previously played cards are usually accumulated only during the course of a hand, then
immediately put back into the machine and shuffled back into the mix. A CSM makes counting useless. This
article is provided by the Frank Scoblete Network. If you would like to use this article on your website, please
contact Casino City Press , the exclusive web syndication outlet for the Frank Scoblete Network. To contact
Frank, please e-mail him at fscobe optonline.
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9: blackjack books - Blackjack and Card Counting Forums
Description: Blackjack for Blood is one of the classic books written on the subject of blackjack. If you are ready to take
your blackjack game to the next level with serious card counting strategies, Blackjack for Blood is the book that will take
you there.

Below you will find some very interesting books found on Amazon that deal with Card counting, blackjack
games, betting systems etc.. This month I recommend you visit my favorite casino â€” Click Here. An
excellent choice to play blackjack for real money and they offer a great blackjack bonus. I hope it will help
you find what you are looking for in what i consider to be the a list of the best ever written books: This book
teaches players the basics of the game but also instructs the reader in basic strategy and card counting. A great
place to start if you are new to the game of blackjack! Blackjack for Blood is one of the classic books written
on the subject of blackjack. If you are ready to take your blackjack game to the next level with serious card
counting strategies, Blackjack for Blood is the book that will take you there. Bryce Carlson is a recognized
expert in the field of blackjack and card counting strategies. If you want to learn how to master the game of
blackjack without learning how to count cards, Real World Blackjack will teach you everything you need to
know about the game. Author John Lucas shows that it is possible to beat blackjack without counting cards.
When it comes to professional blackjack, very few people know more that Stanford Wong. Stanford Wong is a
member of the Blackjack Hall of Fame, and in Professional Blackjack he reveals a strategy that has made him
a consistent winner at blackjack. In Radical Blackjack, Arnold Snyder shares some blackjack secrets for those
who are willing to try a different approach to winning at Snyder has created some of the simplest card
counting systems around, and in this book he will show you how to use these methods creatively for
maximum profit! Beat the Dealer is the book which started it all! Edward Thorpe is the father of card counting
in blackjack. His theories about the game of blackjack have influenced every other author on the subject of
card counting. Blackbelt in Blackjack is another classic book from blackjack legend Arnold Snyder. This is
the book in which Snyder details some of his simple, but powerful, card counting methods. Those who are
new to card counting or experienced counters who want to know more will love this book. This just might be
the most popular blackjack book ever written. Read this exciting story of how a group of smart college
students became the most feared blackjack players on the Strip!
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